
YAMAHA INDONESIA

YGP atau Yamaha Genuine Part adalah suku cadang asli dari Yamaha Motor Indonesia Manufacturing. Tersedia
berbagai jenis dan model spare part lengkap .

Yamaha Motor expect a similar type of market to take shape throughout the entire ASEAN region in the
future, and with Indonesia as the starting point, will build this brand and increase sales through progressive
strengthening of the YZF-R series line up. Sports models are highly sought after by the young male
demographic in particular, and the V-IXION, sold since , has become a popular model, achieving the biggest
share of the Indonesian sports category. Along with these high-value-added models, the new 'MT' will
contribute to further heightening the sporting image of the Yamaha brand, and expanding Yamaha Motor's
sales throughout the overall market. Tokyo: announced today that Indonesia will follow in the footsteps of
India to commence manufacture of the cc supersport model, YZF-R15, for launch on the Indonesian market
from May this year. Manufacturing and sales of the new model will be carried out by Yamaha Motor's group
company, PT. In recent years, there have been signs of a shift in demand in the Indonesian two-wheeler
market from scooters used as a means of transport to sports models for leisure. Its main features include: 1
Riding position suited to agile yet comfortable city riding 2 Design that expresses the 'mass forward silhouette'
and feeling of mass centralization shared across the 'MT' series 3 Two-cylinder engine that brings a sense of
elation to mid- and high-speed range 4 Lightweight kg body design that contributes to nimble handling In
recent years, the popularity of sports models has continued to increase in Indonesia, and last year Yamaha
Motor launched new products such as the 'YZF-R15' and 'YZF-R25' designed for those who love the road
racing scene. Additionally, in , YIMM became the official sponsor of the MotoGP Yamaha Factory team, and
have been implementing a brand strategy that emphasizes "racing" and "sporty image" through development
of marketing initiatives that leverage their racing involvement, and the introduction of supersport flagship
models YZF-R1 and YZF-R6 in November last year. Moreover, as a global model charged with 'expanding
business scale', the future launch of the 'MT' is planned for many countries around the world, including
developed markets. The development concept is the 'street cheetah', which can nimbly cut through the urban
jungle and take the lead in the traffic flow. Yamaha Indonesia Motor Manufacturing will now also
manufacture and sell this model in Indonesia. The YZF-R15 is a full-scale supersport model that inherits its
body design directly from the YZF-R series, and exhibits the sporty ride and easy urban handling
characteristic of the cc class. The 'MT' brings the sporty feeling that is enjoyed in the everyday speed ranges of
the 'MT' and 'MT' launched principally in developed markets last year and the character of the 'MT' series to
the cc class. Moreover, through its development based on the platform including engine, frame etc.


